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ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS 
Abstract  Navigational systems assist drivers in finding a route between two locations that is time optimal 
in theory but seldom in practice due to delaying circumstances the system is unaware of, such 
as traffic jams. Upon arrival at the destination the service of the system ends and the driver is 
forced to locate a parking place without further assistance. We propose a City Based Parking 
Routing System (CBPRS) that monitors and reserves parking places for CBPRS participants 
within a city. The CBPRS guides vehicles using an ant based distributed hierarchical routing 
algorithm to their reserved parking place. Through means of experiments in a simulation 
environment we found that reductions of travel times for participants were significant in 
comparison to a situation where vehicles relied on static routing information generated by the 
well known Dijkstra’s algorithm. Furthermore, we found that the CBPRS was able to increase city 
wide traffic flows and decrease the number and duration of traffic jams throughout the city once 
the number of participants increased. 
Free Keywords  dynamic routing, information systems, computer simulation 
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the address of the destination  Di and a series of probability values  P1i... Pn i one for  each neighbor  1...n . 
P j i represents the strength of the pheromone trail for destination  i  via the neighbor j. The entry further 
contains an average delay  i    representing the average time in seconds required to travel from the current 
intelligent lamppost towards the destination.
        Table 1: Node routing table basic layout
Destinations Neighbor 1 … Neighbor n Average Delay








~ 8 ~Destination Neighbor 1 Neighbor 2 Average Delay Destination Neighbor 1 Neighbor 2 Average Delay
Virtual node 1 0.25 0.75 631s Node 5 0.65 0.35 60s






average delay  Mr  encountered on road in question  r . Mr can be seen as an edge weight in the road graph 
used in the shortest path computation, and it is updated using the following equation: 
  Mr=Mr.dr−Mr .    





























Travel   to   destination 
node   along   the   most 
optimal   path   and   store 
the   node   ids   of   the 
visited   nodes   and   the 
required   travel   time 
between   each   pair   of 
visited   nodes   on   the 
route.
The ant operates solely 














forward   ant   and   alter 
probabilities   in   the 
routing tables to reflect 
the   discovered   optimal 
route.
The ant operates solely 



















Travel   to   destination 
virtual   node   along   the 
most   optimal   path   and 
store the node ids and 
virtual node ids of the 
visited   nodes   and   the 
required   travel   time 
between   each   pair   of 




















forward   exploring   ant 
and alter probabilities in 
the   routing   tables   to 
reflect   the   discovered 
















delay  T id  between the current lamppost  and the destination lamppost  d  by summing up the individual 
average delays T jk for the roads between the lampposts on the path between i and d :






use  =0.1. Next, the virtual delay  T id  for the current route is divided by average delay  d  multiplied with a 












~ 10 ~Here,  n  represents the next lamppost on the path towards the destination. We use  c=1.1 . If the virtual delay 
for the route between intelligent lampposts i and  d  is less than the average delay the probability eventually 
receives a positive increment, otherwise the probability is left unaltered.
Once the reinforcement strength is known, the backward adjusts the probability values for each valid neighbor 
V n from the set of neighbors  N n  of the current lamppost. The set of valid neighbors is a subset of the set of 
neighbors for a certain intelligent lamppost; the members of this set are those neighboring intersections to which 




(Kassabalidis 2002). (We use  =0.1. ) The probabilities  Pdr   of the other intelligent lamppost   ???out of the 
set of valid neighbors   V n   are decreased by  
Pdr=−1−.Pdr,

























design   patterns   described   by   (Gamma   1995).   To   ensure   flexibility   and   extendibility,   we   divided   the 
functionality of the simulator into five groups of classes. The simulation  group provides classes for conducting 
and regulating the flow and speed of the simulation as well as basic data logging services. The infrastructure 































































































































































Dijkstra nonparking Dijkstra random parking   Dijkstra CBPRS parking Ant nonparking Ant CBPRS parking
Exp. one 90 % 10 % 0 % 0 % 0 %
Exp. two 90 % 0 % 0 % 0 %  10 %
Exp. three 0 % 0 % 0 % 90 % 10 %
Exp. four 40 % 0 % 0 % 50 % 10 %





























Exp. 1 655 331 125
Exp. 2 388 419 105
Exp. 3 19 2648 38
Exp. 4  165 251 48






















Dijkstra nonparking Dijkstra random parking   Dijkstra CBPRS parking Ant nonparking Ant CBPRS parking
Exp. one 90 % 10 % 0 % 0 % 0 %
Exp. two 90 % 0 % 0 % 0 %  10 %
Exp. three 0 % 0 % 0 % 90 % 10 %
Exp. four 60 % 0 % 0 % 30 % 10 %
Exp. five 40 % 0 %  10 %  50 %  10%

















Exp. 1 475 907 563
Exp. 2 155 1536 216
Exp. 3 33 8785 147
Exp. 4  53 5019 187
Exp. 5 39 7015 164
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